Explotrain has led the industry in the production and development of non-explosive Blast Simulators and Battlefield Effects since 1998.

As a company, Explotrain has invented, developed and produced much of the technology being used today to train EOD and C-IED operations around the world. Thousands of Explotrain Simulators and Training Aids are currently used in several countries to simulate various artillery, explosive, and small arms fire battlefield effects in addition to the traditional EOD/C-IED training applications.

As the EOD/C-IED fight evolves and enemy tactics become more refined, our customers are also faced with another battle; budget cuts. Limited resources require our customers to continuously do more with less. Our original X-0 Series of Blast Simulators were developed to provide training solutions and improvements in logistics, realism, and safety over 15 years ago. This same company philosophy has led us to respond to current changes in our customers’ needs.

As training and education become more interrelated, we realize that training tools that are used in the classroom need to seamlessly transition from an instructional setting to indoor/urban scenarios or full blown outdoor simulated combat settings. Today we are pleased to present our latest product lines that continue to provide our troops with new and unique technologies to give them the best training they can receive.